Characterization of the NISTmAb Reference Material using small-angle scattering and molecular simulation : Part I: Dilute protein solutions.
Both conformational and colloidal stability of therapeutic proteins must be closely monitored and thoroughly characterized to assess the long-term viability of drug products. We characterized the IgG1 NISTmAb reference material in its histidine formulation buffer and report our findings on the higher order structure and interactions of NISTmAb under a range of conditions. In this paper we present the analysis of experimental small-angle scattering data with atomistic molecular simulations to characterize the monodisperse dilute solution of NISTmAb. In part II we describe the characterization of the NISTmAb at high protein concentration (Castellanos et al. 2018). The NISTmAb was found to be a flexible protein with a radius of gyration of 49.0 ± 1.2 Å in histidine formulation buffer using a variety of neutron and X-ray scattering measurements. Scattering data were then modeled using molecular simulation. After building and validating a starting NISTmAb structure from the Fc and Fab crystallographic coordinates, molecular dynamics and torsion-angle Monte Carlo simulations were performed to explore the configuration space sampled in the NISTmAb and obtain ensembles of structures with atomistic detail that are consistent with the experimental data. Our results indicate that the small-angle scattering profiles of the NISTmAb can be modeled using ensembles of flexible structures that explore a wide configuration space. The NISTmAb is flexible in solution with no single preferred orientation of Fc and Fab domains, but with some regions of configuration space that are more consistent with measured scattering profiles. Analysis of inter-domain atomistic contacts indicated that all ensembles contained configurations where residues between domains are ≤ 4 Å, although few contacts were observed for variable and C H 3 regions. Graphical Abstract Heavy atom self contact maps of the NISTmAb indicate a highly-flexible structure.